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Preserving type environments
# type foo = Foo
let x = .<Foo>.
type bar = Foo | Bar
let y = .<Foo>.
let z = .<(.~x, .~y)>. ;;
val z : (’a, foo * bar) code = .<((Foo), (Foo))>.
Perhaps simpler:

type foo = Foo1
type bar = Foo2 | Bar
.cmo
Need guidance from a calculus with explicit substitutions!
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Pure staging works great, especially with polymorphism.
But effects are oh so useful.

# let code =
let r = ref .<1>. in
let _ = .<fun x -> .~(r := .<x>.; .<()>.)>. in
!r ;;
val code : (’a, int) code = .<x_1>.
# .!code ;;
Unbound value x_1
Exception: Trx.TypeCheckingError.
To restore soundness: later binders delimit earlier effects
To express even more: regions of generated names?
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Imperative polymorphism redux
# let c = .<::::
let :::::
f ():::
=::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.~(let r = ref [] in:::::::::
.<r>.)
in f () := [1];
"hello" :: !(f ())>. ;;
val c : (’a, string list) code =
.<let f_2 () = (* cross-stage persistent value
(as id: r) *)
in f_2 () := [1];
"hello" :: !(f_2 ())>.
# .!c ;;
Segmentation fault

To restore soundness:
earlier effects prevent later generalization?
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How to type-check generated code?
How to maintain type soundness with side effects?
How to implement code generation as syntactic sugar?
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